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power a fraction is consumed in the line, the rest supplied to the
load.
40. The diagram of this transient power transfer of the system
thus is very similar to that of the permanent powc*r transmis-
sion by alternating currents: a source of power, a partial con-
sumption in the line, and the rest of the power consumed in
the load.
However, this transient power-transfer diagram does not repre-
sent the entire power which is being consumed in the circuit, as
power is also supplied from the stored energy of the circuit; and
the case may thus arise —- which cannot exist in a permanent
power transmission — that the power dissipation of the lino is
less than corresponds to its stored energy, and the line also supplies
power to the load, that is, acts as generator, and in this case the
power would not bo a maximum at the transformer terminals,
but would still further increase in the line, reaching its maxi-
mum at the load terminals. This obviously in possible only
with transient power, where the line has a store of energy from
which it can draw in supplying power. In permanent condition
the line could not add to the power, but must consume, that is,
the permanent power-transmission diagram must always be like
Fig. ^54.
Not so, as seen, with the transient of the stationary oscillation.
Assume, for instance, that we reduce the power dissipation in
the line by doubling the conductor section, that is, reducing the
resistance to one-hall ah L thereby also slightly decreases,
C increases, and g possibly changes, the change brought about in
the constant u « ^(j +1?) is not necessarily a reduction to one-
half, but depends upon the dimensions of the line. Assuming
therefore, that the power-dissipation constant of the line it* by the
doubling of the line section reduced^ from % » 900 to u\ « 500,
this gives the constants:
IJut,        Tmwtfoimtr,       Lint,	Load.          Bum.
X-       1.5XXO-*    IXHH    l,«X10-»	JXKH	4.5XIO-*
w-           500           100            500	1000
wX*»           .75             ,1             ,75	,8             2,4
hence, wo m average u *» —-' *« 683, and:
2m
•»•'        +33        +488	+83        -1067

